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Becoming the Heart of the Asia
Pacific Biotechnology Industry

Tang Kit-shing has a brilliant track record of academic
achievements.

Three years ago, after earning his biochemistry degree
from UST with an A grade and an Academic Achievement
Award, Kit furthered his studies at Cambridge University
on a British Council Chevening Scholarship. He obtained
a master’s degree in pharmacology one year later; and is
now in the second year of his PhD program in protein
engineering with the support from Hong Kong Croucher
Foundation Scholarship, Prince Philip Graduate Exhi-
bition Award (from the Friends of Cambridge in Hong
Kong) and UK Overseas Research Student Award.

At Cambridge, Kit was so impressed by the way this
academic town has transformed itself into a home-base
for so many new technologies that he started to think what
he should do after graduation.

He found the answer on a trip to Japan last November,
when he was participating in an academic conference.
He took the opportunity to visit two biotechnology
companies there.

“I met the senior executives in a pharmaceutical
company in Kyoto which had an annual sales of over
US$1.4 billion. They made me realize that the
biotechnology industry is flourishing in the Asia
Pacific region. Why can’t I start a company that
aims at encouraging the development of the
biotechnology industry in the region? Nobody else
in the world is working on it yet!”

With no time to waste, Kit immediately flew back
to Hong Kong , and established AP-Pont is
Biotechnology Ltd in early December last year.
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Sound knowledge, hard work, and above all, an innovative mind are the
common assets of two science alumni who have each started a new business
in Hong Kong.

Building New Businesses

Five Partners,
Averaging 28 years old

“I’m still doing my PhD
studies and have limited
t i m e, e x p er i en c e  a n d
know ledge to  r un the
company (I was only 24
when I established the
company last year). Team
effort is indispensable to
the development of a hi-
tech business. Therefore I
had to search for partners
with different talents.

The five partners (including myself) with an average
age of 28 and three staff members of the

company come from both Hong
Kong and the UK. They include

several scientists, a multimedia
architect, a database specialist,
an accountant, a chartered
company secretary and an
economist.

UST ’96 biochemistry
graduate Tang Kit-shing

starts his company called
AP-Pontis Biotechnology.

“AP” stands for Asia Pacific,
and “Pontis”  is a Latin word

meaning  “a bridge”.
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A Match Maker

Targeted at scientists, industrialists, company executives,
investment bankers, venture capitalists, consultants and
students, the business of this five-month-old company has
been focusing on the acquisition and dissemination of
biotechnology information. Such information includes job
advertisements, current market news, links to other
biotechnology resources on the Internet, and most
noteworthy of all, a unique collaboration service designed
to “accelerate the search for industrial, institutional and
business partners by matching up expertise and resources
from these sectors.”

“We have in place a well-established database frequently
updated to ensure the availability of the most significant
discoveries and ideas in the Asia Pacific region,” said Kit.
“When you want to find a collaborator, just post your request,
and the contact information of the potential partners will be
sent to you. Collaboration can then start!”

Looking for Office Space

“As a new company, we face many challenges and difficulties.
Looking for an office is one of them.

“Our partners and staff all work in their own offices and
communicate with each other on the Internet. So we only
need a very small office with just one or two of us there to
coordinate our work. The office must be equipped with a
good Internet network, in close proximity to an academic
library, and with easy access to major biotechnology research
facilities. However, it is not easy to find such a place in Hong
Kong. We are still looking for one.”

Hi-tech Development in Hong Kong

“To develop a high-tech business in Hong Kong, I think the
following prerequisites are required: venture capital, intensive
international R&D participation, government incentives, and
space (like a science park).

“In Hong Kong we do not yet have international
participation which is essential in arousing the interest of
local and overseas venture capitalists. A high level of
international participation can also attract technical staff,
scientists and management executives to come to Hong Kong.

“Incentives from the government are becoming more
readily available. An example is the ‘Applied Research Fund’.
What we also need is a science park to house R&D companies.
This has to be in a clean environment and a purpose-built area.

“Our company aims at becoming the heart of the Asia
Pacific biotechnology industry. We have identified what the
region needs. The partners and I have many more business
ideas in mind. They will gradually be translated into Pontis’
services.”

Hong Kong’s First Multimedia
English-Learning Magazine

Carman Chan has combined the skills and experiences
she gained in her previous jobs to set up a new business.

One of our very first batch of students joining UST in 1991,
Carman completed her bachelor’s and master’s degrees, both
in mathematics.

About two years ago, several months before completing
her master’s program, Carman shifted to part-time studies
to take up a no-pay job in a financial re-engineering
consultancy company.

“At the start of my career, I think the most important thing
is to learn rather than to earn.”

This job enables Carman to discover her interests in
writing on computer skills, current IT market news as well as
teaching and training methods. Later she worked as an
assistant for a journalist working with the International
Herald Tribune, thus gaining more opportunities to further
polish her writing skills.

To better utilize the knowledge she has gained at UST,
Carman took up another post a year later as a part-time
lecturer at HKU SPACE, where she also assisted in conducting
a research project on on-line education.

Last year, she joined another company to oversee the
establishment of an IT training center in Guangzhou. One
day, while walking around the bookstores in the city, she
discovered some English self-learning kits, produced in China
and of very high quality, sold at only $200. She suddenly felt
that the English standard of people in the Chinese mainland
and other Asian countries like Taiwan and Singapore is
improving so quickly that “if we Hong Kong people do not
improve our English, we will lose our competitiveness very
soon.”

Carman then went to UK to take some short English
courses. Upon returning to Hong Kong half a year ago, she
had already developed a framework for a new magazine on
English learning, and started to conduct research on English
self-learning kits and other on-line learning resources. She
wrote a 40-page proposal to a publishing company, but

Carman’s multimedia
English-learning

magazine is produced
in her small but

well-equipped work
place at home.
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read an article on the web site, mouse over an unfamiliar
word and its explanation in Chinese will pop out. The learner
can also choose to hear the whole article, recorded by a
native English speaker.

“I think learning on-line is one of the best ways to learn
English because the Internet is an interactive medium.”

To give more fun to the learners, the magazine also
includes a section called “Slangtoons”, where “soft” materials
like the interesting results of a survey or a joke are expressed
humorously in terse sentences.

English Street also provides links to other English-
learning web sites, like literature, poetry, drama, creative
writing, grammar and composition.

Making English Learning Trendy

Carman hopes that this magazine will soon be available in
hardcopies too, and be distributed to readers free-of-charge
or at very low cost.

“We will consider this magazine to be successful if it can
help young people learn English, and feel it’s ‘trendy’ to do
so.”
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The Web Sites:

AP-Pontis Biotechnology Ltd www.ap-pontis.com
English Street Ltd www.englishstreet.com
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unfortunately it was turned down. At that time, an idea
flashed through her mind: “why can’t I run the magazine
myself?”

The Magazine

With three months of hard work and help from a few IT gurus,
a native-speaking English writer, a translator and a number
of freelance writers, the first issue of the magazine called
“English Street” was finally published on the Internet in
February this year.

As its name implies, English Street focuses on the learning
of everyday English—the English that you can hear and use

on the street. The magazine is targeted at young
people aged 15 to 28. The magazine strives to
provide an entertaining and affordable way of
learning English while acquiring up-to-date
information. English Street, which can be browsed
on the Internet free-of-charge, includes articles on
a variety of topics that are closely related to our
everyday lives, including eating and shopping.

Multimedia, Interactive and Entertaining

“In other self-learning resources, the articles are available
in either text or voice format at one time but not simul-
taneously,” said Carman. “But thanks to the multimedia
technologies on the Internet, an English Street learner can

������===============��
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Looking for ISMT alumni
to help in job search

The Information and Systems Management
Student Society will organize a number of career

talks in the coming Fall Semester, where alumni can
assist final-year students in their job search. The
ISMSS hopes alumni can share with students the
latest market information, especially in the computer,
IT and related industries, which are booming in
recent years and provide many job opportunities for
ISMT graduates. “We also hope alumni can advise us
on the interview and presentation skills,” said Carrie
Pang of the ISMSS.

Alumni wishing to participate in these activities
may contact Carrie at 9675 7464, bm_pkl@stu.ust.
hk or su_ismss@stu.ust.hk.
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Ada Kwok Man-fung ��
  (’94 BIOL) is an

account manager in Premier MediCare Services Ltd.

She would like to introduce her company’s health

care programs. These programs include health

promotions and seminars, laboratory services, on-

site blood collection and vaccination services,

health checks, dental plans and others. They can be

offered to alumni and their family members at very

special rates. Any alumnus or officer of an alumni

association who is interested to learn more can

contact Ada at 9368 2743.
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Frankie Leung Kwok-kuen ��  (’94 ECON) is now

studying for his MBA in Wharton School at the

University of Pennsylvania, the United States.

Frankie is pleased to share his experience with any

UST alumnus considering doing an MBA in the U.S.

He’ll be back to Hong Kong this summer for an

internship in a management consulting firm. He can

be reached at kwokkuen@wharton.upenn.edu or

kwokkuen@hk.super.net.

Julie Xing Jun �� (’97 PhD BIOL) is currently a postdoc at Stanford University. She

notices that quite a number of UST alumni are now in the United States, either doing

graduate studies or working. She and some of her friends who are also UST alumni

are initiating a UST alumni association in the U.S. They are also doing some ground

work for the establishment of an organization called “Friends of HKUST”, which aims

to facilitate communication between the University and Chinese scholars and

professionals in the U.S. including UST alumni. Any alumni or friends in the U.S. who

are interested in knowing more can contact Julie at jxing@leland.stanford.edu.

Julie was happy to help in hosting a UST delegation led by President Chia-Wei Woo

to the San Francisco Bay Area in early April. She and some other UST alumni joined

a presentation session entitled “HKUST: soaring from strength to strength” held at

Stanford University, where President Woo and Vice-Presidents Leroy Chang and Otto

Lin gave an overview of HKUST ’s achievements in the past seven years. The

delegation also shared with the audience the vision of the “Hong Kong Bay Area”

and the role of UST in that vision. “The audience were mostly professionals from

universities and the Silicon Valley, and they were amazed by what the UST has

achieved in such a short period of time,” said Julie.

Amy Wong Wan-ting �� 
 (’94 PHYS) sent in this nice picture taken

during the Chinese New Year when she and six other fellow

physics classmates visited their teachers on campus.

“Apart from receiving ‘red pocket money’,” said Amy,

“we shared our memories of UST life, talked about a

wide range of topics like our careers, studies, our

teachers’ research, their participation in the review

of the Hong Kong education system as well as their

experience in taking care of their new-born babies. I

feel so warm. I also feel that we all are close friends

and relatives in our family of “HKUST Physicists.” In fact,

the visit has become a traditional activity for them. The

alumni wish to thank Professor and Mrs Nelson Cue for their

generous lunch, and also Drs Michael Altman, Leung Pak-Wo, Sou

Iam-keong and Yang Zhiyu for all their warm greetings. They also wish to

send their best wishes to all other “HKUST Physicists”!
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Do you miss your old UST friends? Now UST alumni can keep
in touch with each other through this section in Alumni News!
Tell us about your recent news: weddings, births, appointments,
promotions, new company start-ups, further studies, moving
house, etc, so that we can spread the news to your classmates.
Or, if you are organizing a reunion, looking for a long-lost
friend, seeking business partners, or have read a good book,
taken a nice picture during your vacation, or have a brilliant
idea to share, this is the place for you!

Please send your news to us by mail, fax or email. Fax: +852
2705-9119. Email: alumni@ust.hk. Mail: Office of University
Development and Public Affairs, Room 6342, Academic
Building, HKUST, Clear Water Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong.

Deadline for submissions for the autumn
issue is July 20.
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May 1999

Dear UST Alumni,

I regret to inform you that the Executive Committee of the
HKUSTAA for the January to December 1999 session will be
left vacant. We have been searching hard for candidates to form
the Executive Committee; but have not been successful. In the
meantime, I will serve as acting president of the HKUSTAA,
and all Executive Committee members of 1998 will continue to
handle the business of the Association until a new Executive
Committee is in place. Our efforts will focus on two major areas:

Membership
The HKUSTAA continues to welcome new members. You can
download a membership application form through our web site:
http://home.ust.hk/~al_hkust. If you have any questions
regarding your membership application, please contact us at
al_hkust@ust.hk, or our fax/voice number: 2789 1571.

Alumni Internet Services Group
AISG is a sub-group of the HKUSTAA providing alumni
Internet accounts to all alumni. If you have any questions about
AISG’s services, you may consult their FAQ page at http://www.
alumni.ust.hk/inq, or email them at comment@alumni.ust.hk.

HKUSTAA Needs Your Support
HKUST Alumni Association is an association for all graduates.
Our objectives are to cultivate a sense of belonging to the
University and to promote fraternity among alumni. Your
support is vital to achieving our objectives. We understand that
many of our alumni are still very young and are working hard to
build the foundation for their careers. But it is precisely the same
reason—being fresh and young—that we have to build up a
strong and united alumni body to strengthen our network.

Any alumnus interested in helping out in the areas of Publications,
Welfare, Administration, Information Technology, or Marketing,
please contact us by sending an email to al_hkust@ust.hk, or
calling me directly at 9046 9989.

I believe it is our common goal to build up a strong alumni
network. May I once again pledge for your support to the
HKUSTAA!

Best regards,

Alan Ho (’97 BICH)
Acting President
HKUST Alumni Association

Letter from
President of the

HKUST Alumni Association


